
iX - Tutorial - How to setup a SIEMENS S7 ISO-on-TCP Controller in iX 

How to setup a SIEMENS S7 ISO-on-TCP 

Controller in iX. 

Using ISO-on-TCP driver for Siemens Systems are fairly simple to setup, it covers the almost 

the full range of systems. It's also the first choise for TxB and TxC users, since MPI Direct 

cannot be used with mentioned panels. 

On the Siemens side, all you will need to assign a MAC/IP-address, to get the CP-module 

used running. Tha is done in STEP7's Hardware Configuration. See green boxes for which 

inputs fields that needs to be addressed. 

When done make sure to download the new Hardware Configuration to the PLC. You may 

use the tools built in functionality to ensure that your settings are accepted byt the system. 

Please note that all address data displayed may not be applicable for you application and it's 

your resposibility as user to collect the information from you end-customer or use your own 

setup according to your own operating environment. 

 

  



Next, setup iX Driver to communicate with the system, add a controller when creating your 

new project or click on "Add"-button in the Tags\Controller menu. 

 

 



 Next, click button "Settings" in Tags\Controller tab, when done setting the controller brand 

and protocol in previous step. 

Then click "Stations"-tab. 

 

 Then add the PLC IP-address, Rack and Slot numbers to corresponding columns for Station 

Configuration. See below were to fins the Rack and Slot information in STEP7. 

 

You need to identify the Rack and Slot number were the CPU are placed in the STEP 7 

Hardware Configuration. If working with a Multiple CPU environment, just identify the CPU 

in question you need to communicate with.  

Green A = Rack Number (Rack Number within parenthesis) 



Red    B = Slot Number  

   

 Configuration finished. 

Note: 

You can always setup the Panel as "Other Station" in STEP7 Netpro configuration, but in 

general that is unecessary. The communication will work anyway. Its a good way of 

documenting the system in all, and the tool will verify that no more than the 64 connections to 

the PLC are setup. (max 64 using S7-400, max 9 using S7-300). 

 


